“Monitoring Mobility Through Innovation: the example of the City of Ljubljana in CIVITAS "

Zdenka Šimonovič
City of Ljubljana
... the CIVITAS family!
City Presentation – Ljubljana

- Population: 276,000
- National & regional centre (concentration of jobs in the city centre)
- 47,000 university students
- Commuting: 130,000 trips/day (work, study)
- Five-star urban settlement pattern
City Presentation – Ljubljana

Strategic objective: diminish green-house gas emissions for 8% in the period 2008-2012 (compared to 1986)

Aims:
- Increase the share of PT from 13% in 2006 to 30% in 2013
- Increase the share of alternative mobility modes for 20% till 2013 (compared to 2006 with a share of 10% cycling and 19% walking)
- Diminish the need of motorised mobility (urban planning)
- Diminish road transit on the level registered in year 2000 and diminish freight delivery journeys in the region by 20%
The CIVITAS Corridor in Ljubljana
CIVITAS Highlights in Ljubljana

- Focus on the corridor: PT can be fast, comfortable, environment & user friendly, accessible to all – strong demonstration effect
- We can all change our habits and behaviour and opt for a less car dependent life-style
- Important: create synergies between existing initiatives and projects
CIVITAS Highlights in Ljubljana

- Testing hybrid buses
- Biodiesel buses
- Use of pure plant oil as fuel in agricultural sector
- Dedicated PT lines
- Green procurement of public fleets
- Incentives for alternative fuels use
- New railway stops in the urban area
- Real time information for bus drivers and passengers
- Increase P & R facilities (near the motorway ring and in region)
- Improve cycling and walking infrastructures
- Implementation of city bike project
- Awareness raising campaigns
- Develop services on demand (for impaired people)
- Develop a congestion charging scheme
Our aim:
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